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ASH

Welcome my wonderful weirdo’s to

the Grand Bizarre.

ASH

Tonight on our episode..

HARRY

The History of Cocktails

ASH

How to make the perfect cocktail

HARRY

The ultimate side to these

cocktails.

ASH

A mystery Bush-tucker challenge

HARRY

And an interview that might change

your life.

ASH

All of which, will be coming up

tonight (pause), in The Grand

Bizarre.

HARRY

Where all things weird (notion to

Ash) and wonderful come to surface.

CUE PAPER INTRO

HARRY

This week on our show as usual we

have some tasty cocktails for you

to tickle your taste buds with.

Later on me and Ash will put our

stomachs to the test with foods

that may or may not match our

cocktails?

ASH

But first lets take a look at this.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

"RUN VT1: COCKTAIL HISTORY"

ASH

Thank You Mark Sundaram for giving

us a glimpse behind the history of

cocktails. Be sure to check him out

on our site, links are on screen

now.

HARRY

Now it’s time for you guys to get

involved. Send in YOUR cocktail

riddles or poems for a chance to

win a day in the studio and be

featured on our show.

ASH

We want your riddles to be the

craziest they can be, think of

anything for a chance to win.

Information on how to win will be

on our website.

HARRY

So what are you waiting for you?

Get writing and get sending.

ASH

Since today’s addition to our

cocktails is weird foods. We have

prepared a short clip with our team

who are currently in Amsterdam,

trying different street foods from

the Netherlands.

"RUN VT2: AMSTERDAM"

HARRY

Wow, I could do with some food

right now.

ASH

Mmmmm, me too. I’ve never been to

Amsterdam but I will be sure to try

that next time i’m there.

ASH

Speaking of food, we have a very special guest for you, who

will open your eyes to the world of food. She is not only a

marathon runner but she also knows a lot about nutrition.

You may be surprised by those foods, which are actually

really good for you.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

HARRY

Hello and welcome ____ to our show.

For those at home who don’t know,

can you tell the audience a bit

about yourself?

CUE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (NOTEPAD)

HARRY

Up next we have what we like to

call ’happy hour’, where we’ll

create cocktails from our own bar

backstage.

VT3: RUN COCKTAIL MASTERCLASS VT.

(BUGS BROUGHT OUT TO SET

DURING VT.)

ASH

Thank You for that lovely

demonstration Sophie. Although I

try to avoid ordering cocktails

apart from the weekend,this week

was an exception. I suppose one

(winks at the camera) or 4

cocktails won’t hurt. I hope it’s a

nice surprise Sophie..Is it?

SOPHIE

Oh guys, I know you’ll love it. The

essence of my surprise originates

from Mexico. Did you know natives

drink worms inside their tequilas?

HARRY

Are you being serious??? I’ll just

stick with my Jack and Coke thank

you very much!

ASH

Stop talking about cocktails, we

haven’t spoke about the fact she

mentioned bugs as a good nibble

with cocktails. You will NOT see me

eating any bugs.

HARRY

Well things just got interesting.

ASH

Wait? What! No one said anything

about eating bugs, did they?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

SOPHIE

Surprise!

HARRY

(looks at ash) As a treat your

going to try them.

ASH

(stares at Harry.) Actually Harry

your going to be trying them with

me, isn’t he Sophie?

SOPHIE

You both certainly will.

ASH

Let’s see what we have here.

SOPHIE

Well we have, Meal worms, buffalo

worms, crickets and locusts.

ASH

I’ll do it if you do it. (Harry and

Ash pick up the meal worm).

’LIVE’ REACTION.

HARRY AND ASH

(Pick up the buffalo worm-’LIVE’ Reaction)

HARRY AND ASH

(Pick up the Cricket-’LIVE’ Reaction)

HARRY AND ASH

(Pick up the Locust-’LIVE’ Reaction)

Both React in turn

Tune into the grand bizarre next week, where we’ll have more

cocktail madness. Alongside wacky fashion trends, a catwalk

disaster and our mystery special guest. Give us a follow on

twitter and be sure to check us out on our website for more

exclusive content.

ASH AND HARRY

And remember Happy hour is every hour. Bye Bye for now.

CREDITS (ON SCREEN)


